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Abstract8

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are characterized by multi-hop wireless connectivity,9

frequently changing network topology and need for efficient routing protocols. The purpose of10

this paper is to evaluate performance of routing protocol DSDV in wireless sensor network11

(WSN) scales regarding the End-to-End delay and throughput PDR with mobility factor12

.Routing protocols are a critical aspect to performance in mobile wireless networks and play13

crucial role in determining network performance in terms of packet delivery fraction,14

end-to-end delay and packet loss. Destination-sequenced distance vector (DSDV) protocol is a15

proactive protocol depending on routing tables which are maintained at each node. The16

routing protocol should detect and maintain optimal route(s) between source and destination17

nodes. In this paper, we present application of DSDV in WSN as extend to our pervious study18

to the design and implementation the details of the DSDV routing protocol in MANET using19

the ns-2 network simulator. also, the performance of DSDV protocol in sensor network of20

randomly distributed mobile nodes with mobile source and sink nodes is investigated for MAC21

IEEE802.15.4 network by ns-2 simulator..22

23

Index terms— DSDV; MANET, IEEE802, packet delivery, endto- end delay, packet loss, scalability, WSN24
wireless sensor network, NS2.34, LR-WPAN.25

1 I. INTRODUCTION26

ireless Sensor Network (WSN) thus consists of tiny sensor nodes communicating with each other, and deployed27
from small to large scales. The existing wireless technology is based at the point-to -point technology. This kind28
of network is used in areas such as environmental monitoring or in rescue operatio ns. Wireless systems, both29
mobile and fixed, have become an indispensable part of communication infrastructure. Their applications range30
from simple wireless low data rate transmitting sensors to high data rate real-time systems such as those used31
for monitoring large retail outlets [1].32

The destination-sequenced distance vector (DS DV) routing protocol is a proactive routing protocol which adds33
a new attribute, sequence number, to each route table entry at each node. Routing table is maintained at each34
node and with this table; node transmits the packets to other nodes in the network. This protocol was motivated35
for the use of data exchange along changing and arbitrary paths of interconnection which may not be close to any36
base station. The motivation for choosing a DSDV routing protocol for our research comes from the fact that37
many routing protocols are based on DSDV such as AODV [3]. In addition, several routing protocols have been38
proposed [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] to improve the performance of DSDV. DSDV routing protocols39
are considered more reliable and robust. Furthermore, in DSDV protocol, whenever a link failure is detected40
in a primary route, the source node can select the best route. This mechanism enhances route availability and41
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5 III. METHODOLOGY

consequently reduces control overhead, saves energy, enhances data transmission rate, and increases the network42
throughput .43

For these reasons, proactive DSDV routing protocol is useful for the use to many applications in MANETs44
of data exchange along changing and arbitrary paths of interconnection without need to any base station and45
achieve high quality of service (QoS) in terms of packet delivery ratio and end-to-end (E2E) delay to support46
multimedia applications over MANETs, such as real-time traffic as visitor tracking sensor, load balancing. Some47
real time applications required DSDV protocol behavior such as Follow me, Multimedia guide book, Visitor48
tracking, Sensor network IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN.49

The primary objective of this article are: Firstly, evaluating the performance of DSDV in WSN as extend to50
our pervious study that it analyses performance , design and implementation in details of the DSDV routing51
protocol in MANET as in [2] using the ns-2 network simulator. Where what are we presenting in this paper it was52
not applied in [2]. So, The performance metrics evaluated in terms diffe-rent network metrics such as, number53
of nodes and network dynamicity in terms of node speed and pause time. Secondly, the application of DSDV we54
envisaged is called the monitor sensor system -involved tracking the approximate location of several mobile nodes55
in a small building, and feed information on proactive protocol, and for this reason, the DSDV routing protocol56
was used to communicate nodes location information to the sink node. Thirdly, the application’s performance57
achieved by analyzes and evaluate of DSDV protocol in terms of throughput, delay and packet delivery ratio.58
The problems that DSDV faced in this application presented.59

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 begins with knowledge information about some the60
applications of DSDV in different approach. Section 3 presents the following methodology and procedures of61
previous and current our study. Section 4 discusses of tools and the simulation environment. Section 5 describes62
Network Topology and Device Architecture in a LR-WPAN and scenarios. Section 6 and Section 7 describes the63
simulation parameter used to analysis and running of program in ns2. Section 8 discuss the results, evaluates64
the performance of DSDV protocol. The paper is concluded along with future works directions in section 9.65

2 II. APPLICATION OF DSDV PROTOCOL IN WSN66

Potential WSN applications include security, traffic control, industrial and manufacturing automation, medical67
or animal monitoring [13]. The WSN nodes can also be used to monitor dangerous or inaccessible environments,68
such as volcanoes, toxic regions, the deep ocean or the lunar surface. These small nodes can be fixed, mobile or69
move together with the observed phenomenon (e.g. sensing animal movements or hurricanes).70

The purpose of this paper is to evaluate DSDV routing protocol in wireless sensor network (WSN) as Wireless71
Personal Area Networks (WPAN) scales regarding the packet delivery ratio , the average end-to end delay and72
throughput and other parameter is will presented as list as will we see. However, many Ad hoc routing protocols73
are proposed for WSNs due to their quick and economically less demanding deployment. DSDV and AODV are74
good examples of Ad hoc protocols that are proposed and implemented in WSNs [14].75

3 a) Applications DSDV routing protocol in MANET76

There are however sensor applications that are designed with mobile ad-hoc routing protocols. Destination77
Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) is a candidate routing algorithm for many sensor applications like the ”Follow78
me” application that guides visitors to the location of a building or an application to assist workers in finding79
conference rooms [15]. multimedia information via Bluetooth to the user’s mobile device. If the Ethernet is80
substituted with a wireless 802.11b network then the application can be deployed to outdoor archaeological and81
tourist sites, especially when the sites are expanding for areas of many km 2 .82

The application we envisaged-called the Visitor Tracking System-involved tracking the approximate location83
of several mobile nodes in a small building personal area, and feed information on location and direction of each84
node to a single central sinks. It was required that the user at the central sink receive alerts if any mobile node85
approached restricted areas within the building, from [17].86

4 c) Sensor network IEEE.802.15.4 RL-WPAN87

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [18] defines the physical layer (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) sub-layer88
specifications for Low Rate -Wireless Personal Area Networks (LR-WPANs), low power consumption and low89
cost applications. The standard MAC protocol supports two operational modes, either beacon enabled or non90
beacon-enabled. When using a beacon, the transmitssion is based on super frames slotted CSMA-CA. For91
the non beacon mode, the messages will be directly transmitted in an unspotted CSMA-CA, from [19]. The92
IEEE 802.15.4 standard is being designed to be used in a wide variety of applications which require simple93
wireless communications over short-range distances with limited power and relaxed throughput needs. IEEE94
802.15.4 facilitates Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) with the goal of reducing the installation cost of sensors95
and actuators while enabling sensor-rich environments.96

5 III. METHODOLOGY97

To achieve primary objectives, the following tasks must be done: Firstly, get a general understanding of98
MANETs, simulation environment that could be used for analyzing, evaluating and implementing MANETs’99
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protocols, understanding DSDV source code to know how DSDV protocol mechanism. Then, analyze the protocol100
theoretically and through simulation based on above mentioned performance and network metrics. The research101
methodology used is simulation-based prototyping. That is, designed and implemented the routing protocol that102
extends the well-studied DSDV protocol. Then evaluation of protocol in life as WSN application. We revise the103
protocol based on these performance104
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Both applications could be also used in outdoor sites such as archaeological sites, where no infrastructure108
exists. Another application of DSDV protocol is the Multimedia Guidebook [16], which is based on sensors109
communicating through an Ethernet to provide metrics to produce the final protocol DSDV. As in Fig 1 ??110
shows the research methodology used in this research and it taken from initial previous our study by Gawiy in111
[2].112

Simulation in general and the NS2 simulator in particular are widely used to evaluate network protocols. They113
have significant advantages over other methodlogies such as direct experiments and mathematical modeling. A114
computer simulation is an application designed to mimic a real-life situation .115

One of the advantages of simulators is that they are able to provide our with practical feedback when designning116
real world systems. Consequently, we as designners can determine the correctness and efficiency of a design117
before the system is actually constructed. The simulators permit our to study a problem at several different118
levels of abstraction. By approaching a system at a high level of abstraction, we can understand the behavior119
and interactions of all components of this protocol, and is therefore better equipped to counter the system’s120
complexity. One of the disadvantages of using a network simulator for testing a distributed application system121
from the fact that there is no real network involved in the simulation [2].122

Indeed industry standard tools like NS2 have emerged to meet this need. This study follows this practice.123

8 IV. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT124

NS2.34 network simulator [20] is used to evaluate the proposed DSDV. The simulation scenario topology consisting125
of number of nodes and their connectivity and was created by topology generators GT-ITM [21].126

The goal of our simulations in this paper is study and evaluation and measure the ability of DSDV routing127
protocol to react to multi-hop ad-hoc network topology changes with. IEEE 802.15.4 standard and comparison of128
performance metric based on following network metrics, number of nodes, pause time of mobile nodes movement,129
speed of nodes mobility. To run the simulation experiments, our basic methodology is to define a set of movement130
scenarios and communication patterns and apply them to MANET. In fact, testing with each data packet131
originated by a sender mobile node, whether the DSDV routing protocol is able to route and deliver it to132
the destination node.133

9 V. NETWORK TOPOLOGY AND DEVICE ARCHITEC-134

TURE135

Devices in a LR-WPAN scenario can be of 3 types, PAN Coordinator, full function device (FFD) or a reduced136
function device (RFD) [22]. Devices that participate are FFD or RFD. Each RFD can only associate with a single137
FFD at an instance whereas FFDs can communicate with other FFDs or RFDs. A FFD contains the complete138
set of MAC services and is able to operate as a network coordinator or a network device. On the contrary, a139
RFD is simply a network device with a reduced set of MAC services and usually used for simple applications. In140
fig. 2 with this topology, communication is established between devices by a single mobile controller known as141
the PAN coordinator (this is nod 12 shown in scenario fig 2). The PAN coordinator (which is a FFD) acts as a142
hub that forms direct links to other devices. These devices, consisting of FFDs or RFDs, from around the PAN143
coordinator and act as data terminal locations (sensors). This topology simplifies routing and reduces direct144
links at the expense of data traffic latency.145

In the scenario showed as in fig. ??, each node connected with the central coordinator considered secondary146
Coordinator for node farther out as well as this node if it succeeds in sync link with the secondary coordinator147
is like the farthest coordinator of the central coordinator. If node works in contact, they transmit information148
owned by other nodes and so are transfers information between the wish to reach even the central coordinator,149
which is regarded as the sink or destination for the entire network and the rest of the nodes is the source for the150
transfer of information Because DSDV protocol is proactive any it cares greatly providing availability and keep151
topology of network exposed to all node. All node have information about the location nodes other in network so152
this protocol does not require a delay is needed to rediscover the path to the target as long as it always update153
routing table .for This that DSDV useful so in such applications.154

The implementation of non beacon-enabled mode in mobile ad-hoc sensor networks is not suitable because the155
non beacon enabled mode does not send a beacon periodically, thus the node (node 11 as in fig 4) will assume it’s156
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21 REALIGNMENT

association is always preserved although it may have moved away from the coordinator and lost the link. If this157
happens, the moving node stops its attempt to associate with other coordinators because it does not consider158
itself an orphan node. Thus, it will be difficult for the nearest coordinator to detect this node. In this network159
the DSDV protocol in very good way periodically or incremental updates messages is transmitting between the160
nodes to maintain network topology as it theses the node moving in network area.161

The flow of node association and synchronization is given in Fig. ??. The node starts association with an162
active scan procedure that scans all listed channels by sending beacon requests to all nearby coordinators. All163
the information received in a beacon frame will be recorded in a PAN descriptor.164

The results of the channel scan will be used to choose a suitable PAN. The node then sends a request to165
associate with the chosen coordinator. The node updates its current channel and PAN id while waiting for166
an acknowledgement from the coordinator. Upon receiving an acknowledgement, the node then waits for the167
association results. The coordinator will determine whether the current resources are available on the PAN in168
order to allow the node to associate. If sufficient resources are available, the coordinator then allocates a short169
address to the node and sends an association response command containing a new address and a status indicating170
a successful association [19]. If there are not sufficient resources, the node will receive an association response171
command with a failure status. 15.4 network. The DSDV protocol presents a stability at the power consumption172
as it has a mechanism of finding a valid route be using a technical which exchanges routing messages between173
nearby mobile nodes. Essen tially, the influence of mobility, dropped packets by node and network loading on174
the network will be considered. In particular, the network’s packet delivery ratio, delay and data throughput175
performance are measured with specific transmission rates. The performances resulting from the metrics are176
presented with moving scenarios.177

To increase then confidence level of the results, a set of simulation parameters are performed with various178
random seeds for the data transmission. Depending on the WSN operating requirements nd environment,179
there has to be compromises between the node transmission range, operational lifespan and device cost. The180
transmission range can be determined from two-ray ground reflection models which relates the maximum range181
to the antenna gain, transmit power and receiver sensitivity. The data traffic type is CBR with the application182
agent sending at a rate of 4 data packets per second continuously. The nodes Node Scan all the listed channel183
(Active scan)184

10 Send beacon request command185

11 Information received records in PAN descriptor186

12 Scan results187

13 Updates current channel and PAN id188

Send association request to coordinator189

14 Waiting for acknowledgment190

15 Acknowledgment received191

Waits for the association results (aResponsewaitTime) association results192

16 Tracking bescon193

17 Start search beacon194

Beacon received?195

18 Results of synchronization request196

Send orphan notification command197

19 Waits aResponseWait198

20 Coordinator199

21 Realignment200

Received? used in the simulation will movement and placed at random position generated by setdest in ns-2.201
The centre node is designated the PAN coordinator with all other nodes randomly transmitting data packets202
to the PAN coordinator. The speed and heading of each node will vary according to the generated movement203
scenario with a maximum simulation runs of one hour. The simulations are During the certain behaviors are204
exhibited by the nodes if communication cannot be established with the coordinator. When a node losses205
synchronization, orphan-scanning is performed to relocate the coordinator. When coordinator relocation is206
successful, communication will resume. If relocation of the coordinator fails, node will subsequently perform207
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active channel scan to send association request to the PAN coordinator. Upon successful association, the node208
begins to transmit beacons and start data transmission. Else, non-beacon mode is enabled for that node.209

22 Scan results210

23 Coordinator211

24 VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION212

a) The packet delivery ratio In DSDV, if it is not possible for the packets to be delivered, DSDV tries to drop213
them which means a lesser PDF as well as less delay Furthermore, DSDV is a table-driven protocol and updates214
its table periodi-cally which leads to an increase in the routing load in the network and less PDF in movement215
with high spe-ed, but in this simulation and as we seed in previous scenarios that DSDV protocol with low216
speed net work perform high throuput and PDF nearly to 100%. As oc-increases by approximately 98% at time217
between 5.5 to 70.46 sec. then pdr take in constant from at time between 80 to 125.11,so pdr at time 125.11sec218
become 99 % .219

25 Global Journal of Computer Science and Technology220

Volume XVII Issue I Version I This shows that for delay-sensitive applications, DSDV protocol with IEEE221
802.15.4 standards is remarkably well suitable. This attribute can be explainned by the fact that DSDV is a222
proactive routing protocol and in these types of protocols the path to a destination is immediately available. In223
other words, there is ean environment speed of sensor node slow ly movi-ng has 0.47 m/sec based ocean speed,224
then DSDV algorithm has better packet delivery rate as in fig 6. In contrast, pdf in DSDV is 50 % at time 5.47225
sec and no delay caused by routing discovery. Furthermore, DSDV routing protocol tries to drop the packets, if226
it is not possible to deliver them which means less delay.227

26 c) The Throughput228

The network throughput in general, increases steadily over the entire simulation time. DSDV attains the highest229
throughput and shows efficient behavior in all mobility scenarios. The reasons for this good throughput include:230
firstly, when the first data packet arrives, it is kept until the best route is found for a particular destination.231
Secondly, a decision may delay to a decision may delay to advertise the routes which are232

27 IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WOKE233

Since The IEEE 802.15.4 standard is being designed to be used in a wide variety of applications which require low234
send rates over short-range distances with limited power and relaxed throughput needs. This consider problem235
for routing protocols when need to transmitting of large routing packet especially in network that contain large236
number of mobile hosts. thus , Because full dump packets that generated by DSDV to routes update and by237
progress of simulation time in pervious sensor scenario then routing tables at each node become large to maintain238
all topology of network and this require large bandwidth to exchange these packets . As resulting of that much239
dropped packet will occur because The IEEE 802.15.4 not enabled large packets transmission.240

To this cause PDF of DSDV with progress of simulation time take in decrease. So, the problems in this241
protocol will taken consideration and The performance comparison with other routing protocols can be done in242
different classes of parameters and operating conditions, which will be useful for actual deployment of sensor243
network in particular application of industrial control.and improvement of DSDV protocol to achieve high QoS244
in terms of packet delivery ratio and end-to-end delay to support multimedia applications by this protocol over245
WSNs. 1 2 3 4246

1b) DSDV applications in Visitor Tracking System (VTS)© 20 7 Global Journa ls Inc. (US)
2© 20 7 Global Journa ls Inc. (US)
3© 2017 Global Journ als Inc. (US)
4tion,http://www.mannasim.dcc.ufmg.br/ © 20 7 Global Journa ls Inc. (US) 1
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Year
2017
13

NO. Parameter value
1. 2. No. of CBR Packets Generated No. of CBR

Packets sent
86314 packets 83166 pack-
ets

( )
E

3. No. of CBR Packets received 84821 packets
4. No. of routing packets 3104 packets
5. Total No. of MAC Packets sent 36056 packets
6. Total No. of Fwd packets 398 packets
7. Total No. of Dropped (packets 259748 packets
8. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR %) 99.989996 %
9. Network Throughput 1.536942 kbits/sec
10. Average node Throughput 38.423553 kbits/sec
11. Normalized routing load 3.659471 packets %
12. Average end to end delay 13.065065 ms

[Note: Global Journal of Computer Science and TechnologyVolume XVII Issue I Version I]

Figure 9: Table 2 :
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